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Integration of Genomic 
Information Jussi Paananen
Bioinformatic Approaches for
Integration of Genomic Information
The present study provides new 
bioinformatics methods and software 
tools for integration of genomic 
information. These novel methods 
and tools enable researchers to 
combine, analyze and visualize 
data from scientific experiments 
conducted with different biomedical 
research technologies, including 
genetic, transcriptomic, proteomic, 
metabolomic and epigenetic studies. 
The ability to integrate genomic 
information allows researchers 
to discover novel findings, helps 
with relating experimental results 
between species and technologies, and 
provides cost-effective and ethical 
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Table 1. Overview of information in a human genome from Ensembl 
database (Ensembl version 66, Homo Sapiens assembly GRCh37.p6). 
Type of information Amount 
Base pairs 3,286,906,305 
Known protein-coding genes 20,563 
Novel protein-coding genes 536 
Pseudogenes 15,520 
RNA genes 11,960 
Gene exons 673,807 
Gene transcripts 190,053 
Short Variants (SNPs, indels, somatic mutations) 52,030,260 
2.1 PHENOMICS 
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Table 2. A fraction of identifiers linked to a single human gene (ST7) in the 
Ensembl database (version 62). Count is the number of identifiers of type 
named in the Identifier type column. 
Identifier type Count Examples 
HGNC symbol 1 ST7 
Description 1 suppression of tumorigenicity 7 
Ensembl Gene ID 1 ENSG00000004866 
Illumina HumanWG 6 v3 3 ILMN_1702175, ILMN_1707763, ILMN_1746137 
UniProt Gene Name 3 ST7, Q9NRC0, Q9NRC1 
RefSeq DNA ID 3 NM_021908, NM_018412, NR_002332 
UniProt/TrEMBL Accession 12 Q9NRC0, Q75MZ7, C9JZV9, C9JX79 
EMBL (Genbank) ID 18 AC002542, AC106873, AC003987, AF234886 
Ensembl Protein ID 21 ENSP00000377092, ENSP00000265437  








HGNC transcript name 29 ST7-013, ST7-002, ST7-007, ST7-015, ST7-001 
Affy HuEx 1_0 st v2 51 3020553, 3020498, 3020546, 3020497, 3020552 
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5.2 DATA-ANALYSIS METHODS 
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Figure 2. Conceptual illustration of metagenes. Essentially all related 
genomic identifiers are collapsed into a single metagene identifier, 
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Table 3. List of used data sources. 
Name Description 
ArrayExpress Database of functional genomic experiments 
Ensembl Genome database 
Gene Ontology (GO) Database of gene and gene product attributes 
Genetic Association Database (GAD) Database of human genetic association studies 
NCBI Entrez Gene Gene database 
NCBI Entrez SNP Database of small genomic variations 
NCBI GEO Gene expression database 
NCBI OMIM Catalog of human genes and genetic disorders 
NCBI Pubmed Biomedical literature citation database 
NHGRI GWAS Catalog Catalog of Published Genome-Wide Association Studies 
SNPedia Wiki for human SNP information 
WikiGenes Wiki for gene information 
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Figure 3. Common steps in analysis of integrated data and how the
presented studies relate to these steps. In practice these steps are usually
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6.2 CROSS-SPECIES AND -PLATFORM DATA 
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Figure 4. Screenshot of CROPPER. Metagene identifiers (first column) 
have been created for each row in the original dataset allowing using the 
column as a common key for combining the dataset with others. 
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Figure 5. User-interface of FORG3D, including a network containing 
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Figure 6. Screenshot of Varietas. Varietas allows users to query information 
based on variation or gene identifiers, keywords and genomic locations. 
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6.5 RESULTS SUMMARY 
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7.1 THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 
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Genome based technologies such as sequencing and gene expression profiling using microarrays
are creating massive amounts of data. Results from these studies have provided unique insights
into targets, biochemical pathways, and biological systems affected by drug or xenobiotic
chemical treatments. Moreover, these genomic technologies offer the potential to identify
biomarkers for pharmacological development or toxicological prediction. Nonetheless,
microarray studies involving a single compound produce useful although limited data. To
gain further power from these individual studies, the ability to combine datasets through
integration schemes has become imperative. In the current study, we describe and analyze
currently available Internet resources designed to address this problem. Many functionalities,
such as ability to cross reference orthologous genes across species or to combine same
technology platform data, are present in these resources. Nonetheless, these resources are
limited in the number of technology platforms they can support. While the ability to integrate
all currently existing gene expression datasets remains enigmatic, the current tools provide
a partial solution that may still yield unique insights into the affects of exogenous molecules
at the level of gene expression.
Keywords: Genomic data; Integration; Bioinformatics; Internet
1. Introduction
Genome based research methods provide researchers with enormous amounts of
experimental data such as from sequencing, gene expression profiling, protein arrays
and many other high-throughput approaches. In many cases this experimental data
is collected and saved in specialized databases. Compendium studies are then used
to combine data from these different experiments [1–3]. These studies usually focus
on a certain biological question and combine data from different experiments.
*Corresponding author. Email: garry.wong@uku.fi
{Presented at CMTPI 2005: Computational Methods in Toxicology and Pharmacology Integrating Internet
Resources (Shanghai, China, October 29–November 1, 2005).
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An example of pharmacology based compendium study would be to determine the
effect of a drug treatment on gene expression using a single agent with different time
points, doses, and routes of administration. The study could be extended across species
by adding experimental data from the same drug treatment to different animal models
such as mice or rats. Compendium studies have the promise of revealing new drug-gene
associations, while at the same time being cost-efficient since they use the available
information from previous experiments.
One of the most crucial parts of compendium studies is combining and integrating the
available data. This is the most difficult step and it is typical that the data cannot be
directly combined due to biological or technological issues. The biological reasons
include the lack of available corresponding data, for example gene expression datasets
may be collected from the same drug treatment in mice and rats, but the dose, time
point, and tissue sampled may be different. The technical challenges are caused by
factors related to presenting and storing experimental data. It is common that various
research equipment and software systems process and structure the data in different
ways, therefore complicating integration of the data.
Extensive and well structured information is required for reliable integration of
experimental data. At the moment several standards, ontologies, and object models are
being developed towards this end. The purpose of standards is to provide a common
framework for data management, while ontologies provide controlled explicit vocab-
ulary that can be used to describe data. Object models, on the other hand, are used
to describe relationships between different parts of data and can be used to design
databases and information systems. The best known genomic data standards and
ontologies include Gene Ontology [4] that provides a vocabulary to describe gene and
gene product attributes, and works of Microarray Gene Expression Data Society
(MGED) [5]. These include Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment
(MIAME) standard [6] and Microarray And Gene Expression (MAGE) object model
and markup language [7]. MGED also has workgroups working on the fields of data
transformation and normalization, in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry,
nutrigenomics, environmental genomics and toxicogenomics. These standards will only
grow to be more essential for integration of genomic data as they mature.
Different solutions and methods have been developed for integrating genomic data
and these methods work in two different levels. Higher level integration methods
integrate whole information systems and databases, while lower level of integration
focuses only in integration of data. Higher level integration where different resources
are combined uses common software engineering approaches such as middleware
architectures where a new middleware information system is created to work as a
mediator between existing information systems. Another common approach is data
warehousing where data is collected from different databases and stored in one massive
data warehouse; for example Ensembl database [8] uses data warehousing methods to
combine data from several specialized databases, such as Rat Genome Database [9],
FlyBase [10], Wormbase [11] and Saccharomyces Genome Database [12]. Benefits of
higher level integration methods are usually good performance combined with increased
functionality. On the other hand, this kind of integration requires a great deal of work
and resources, close collaboration with administrators of integrated resources and
extended maintenance. Even with higher level integration there usually is also a need for
lower level integration to actually combine the data within the integrated resources.
Because higher level integration is arduous and resource demanding, many solutions





































have only focused on integration of data. The simplest and therefore most used method
for combining data is so called ‘‘cross-linking/link-integration’’. Cross-linking is based
on mapping data identifiers to corresponding identifiers from different sources
(see figure 1).
The reliability of cross-linking is highly dependent on how the mapping has originally
been done. Many sophisticated techniques have been developed towards this end
[13–15] and these techniques use sequence analysis, statistical and other methods for
linking data, but also more direct methods are used. The limitation of these methods
is loss of accuracy, for example when linking a short sequence to a complete gene
or putative protein. Because new sequencing and analysis information is produced
constantly and the information stored to genomic databases is changing regularly,
updating cross-linking information is important. This can be achieved by redoing the
mapping based on updated information, but when referring to large genomic databases
and sophisticated cross-linking methods, the actual linking may require weeks of
computing time even with modern computing facilities. Therefore it is typical that the
actual cross-linking of identifiers is done occasionally and information about the linked
identifiers is then saved on a database where it can be accessed without the need of
performing any resource consuming computing to find the corresponding identifiers.
Because of this, it is not unusual that cross-linking information can be out of date
and erroneous. Despite these severe limitations, cross-linking is still a popular way
of integrating data from heterogeneous sources.
Many databases and technology providers have developed their own system
for indexing and identifying genomic data. A lot of genomic resources have their
own unique data identifiers that have to be mapped to identifiers in other resources.
This mapping is often performed by databases and technology providers that want
to increase usability of their services. Some of the best known genomic data resources
are European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) Nucleotide Sequence Database
[16], Ensembl, UniProt/SwissProt [17], Gene Ontology and National Center of
Figure 1. A diagram for cross-linking. In cross-linking, data identifiers are mapped to identifiers from
different sources. These sources can be technology or database identifiers or species specific identifiers that
can be mapped between species based on orthologue information. The nodes represent different identifiers
and the central hub idealises how these identifiers can be linked with one another.





































Biotechnology Information (NCBI) resources such as UniGene, GenBank, LocusLink,
OMIM, Entrez, RefSeq and PubMed [18–20]. Many integration methods rely on
existing data mapping between these databases provided by the databases themselves.
There also exists studies on the efficiency of linkage between different databases [21].
Different resources have been developed for automated integration of genomic
datasets and many of these resources are based on cross-linking of data identifiers.
In the present study we describe, analyse, and compare the currently available Internet
resources for combining genome based datasets, especially microarray or gene expres-
sion profiling sets. The purpose is to demonstrate the different approaches, feasibility,
and implementations used towards integrating genome based datasets.
2. Methods
Different genomic data integration resource publications were searched using PubMed
literature database. These publications were inspected and evaluated. Only on-line
resources publicly available on the Internet using cross-link integration methods were
selected. Evaluation of resources was based on the resource, publication, manuals
and other supplementary material found. In testing the actual resource, emphasis
was placed on usability and functionality of the resource. Different tests were carried
out by using available test datasets from the websites of resources, or when not
available, generating a random test dataset based on the specifications found from
the publications or websites.
Based on tests of the resource and other available material, the following were
studied: possibility to manage full datasets including experimental measurements;
possibility to automatically merge distinct datasets; flexibility with input dataset
structure; control over structure of result dataset; origin of the cross-link mapping data;
species covered; overall usability and any additional features or information that
separated the resource from its competitors.
In addition to the reviewed resources, two other published resources were inspected
and found to be discontinued [22, 23].
3. Results
3.1 DAVID
DAVID [24] is a database for annotation, visualisation and integrated discovery,
developed by National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institute
of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA. Identifier mapping and annotation information is
derived from LocusLink and other NCBI’s databases. Affymetrix [25], LocusLink,
UniGene, UniProt, RefSeq and GenBank identifiers can be linked to each other using
DAVID. Cross-species mapping information is obtained from HomoloGene database
[18]. DAVID also contains tools for analysis of data and allows users to upload
their own datasets that besides data identifiers contain experimental measurements.
DAVID includes a wide variety of functionality for processing and analysing data, but
structure of imported datasets is strictly predetermined and users also have limited
control over structure of result files. Result files can be viewed and downloaded using





































a web browser. DAVID development team has also announced that application
programming interfaces (APIs) for developing software that can be integrated with
DAVID will be published shortly. This would allow users to create their own custom
programs for managing experimental data using tools from DAVID.
3.2 EnsMart
EnsMart [26] is part of the Ensembl database based on BioMart platform [27] and
is used for batch processing and data mining of the Ensembl database. Ensembl is
developed by EMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI), Hinxton, Cambridge,
UK and the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (WTSI), Hinxton, Cambridge, UK.
EnsMart can be used to retrieve data from Ensembl database and therefore can be used
to cross-link data identifiers between different database identifiers and species available
in Ensembl. These identifiers cover most of major database identifiers and species
such as human, mouse rat, chimp, dog, cattle, chicken, zebrafish, fruitfly, mosquito,
honey bee, yeast, rhesus macaque, elephant, opossum, Xenopus tropicalis, Tetraodon
nigroviridis, Ciona intestianalis, Ciona savignyi and Caenorhabditis elegans. EnsMart
offers a very attractive choice for cross-linking data. Because Ensmart is directly linked
to Ensembl database, it covers a wide variety of information useful for cross-linking
data across different platforms and species. EnsMart is also very user friendly and
offers a good control over structure of result files. The result files can be viewed and
downloaded using a web browser or delivered through e-mail. The main limitation of
EnsMart is that is not actually meant for processing and combining datasets, but rather
processing single lists of data identifiers. The actual integration of separate datasets
has to be facilitated using other methods. Ensembl also offers a direct database
connection to Ensembl and EnsMart databases, as well as a software toolkit [28] that
can be used to access these databases. Therefore users are able to create their own
custom software for the actual integration process.
3.3 GeneCruiser
GeneCruiser [29] is a web service for annotating and mapping of microarray data,
developed by the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, Cambridge, MA, USA.
Identifier mapping and annotation information is obtained periodically from SwissProt,
TIGR human and mouse gene indices [30], UniGene, LocusLink and RefSeq databases.
GeneCruiser also allows linking of data to corresponding information in the University
of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser [31], PubMed, GenBank, Gene
Cards [32] and the Gene Expression Omnibus [33]. Species covered by GeneCruiser are
human, mouse, rat, yeast, zebrafish, fruitfly and Arabidopsis thaliana. GeneCruiser uses
some novel approaches, such as Life Science Identifier (LSID) [34] developed by the
Object Management Group (OMG). The LSID is a standard developed to facilitate
management of different identifiers used in life sciences, and is especially useful
for version control of identifiers. Besides a web interface that can be used to process
a list of identifiers and to view or download result files, GeneCruiser is available as
a Web service. GeneCruiser offers a public SOAP Web service interface defined in
Web Services Description Language (WSDL). This Web service interface can be used
for easy integration of GeneCruiser to other information systems, allowing users to
create their own software that uses GeneCruiser functionality. Example of this kind of
integration is incorporating of GeneCruiser to analysis platform called GenePattern.





































The main limitation of GeneCruiser is that it is solely focused on Affymetrix micro-
arrays, meaning that you are only able to cross-link identifiers to or from Affymetrix
probe identifiers.
3.4 KARMA
KARMA [35] is a web server application for comparing and annotating heterogeneous
microarray platforms, developed by research groups in Yale University, New Haven,
USA and Celera, Rockville, MD, USA. KARMA can be used to cross-link and
combine data from several predefined microarray resources, but also enables users to
upload their own custom datasets. Identifier mapping and annotation information is
obtained periodically from UniGene and cross-species information from HomoloGene
databases. Data can be cross-linked to LocusLink, SwissProt, Ensembl and Gene
Ontology data identifiers. Species available in KARMA are human, mouse, rat and
Arabidopsis thaliana. Because KARMA allows users to upload and use their own
custom datasets, KARMA can be useful in a wide variety of situations where datasets
are obtained from different sources, but even with custom datasets users have
very limited control over the structure of the result files. The result files are delivered
through e-mail and can not be viewed or downloaded using a web browser. Because
many e-mail servers have size limitations for file attachments, this may result in
problems when dealing with large datasets. The main limitation of KARMA is that
it requires datasets to include UniGene identifiers, as these identifiers are used for
cross-linking. Therefore if the dataset to be processed does not contain UniGene
identifiers, different software is first required to map available identifiers to UniGene
identifiers, making KARMA in many cases obsolete. Also the limited amount of species
covered by KARMA narrows its usability.
3.5 MatchMiner
MatchMiner [36] is a tool for batch navigation among gene and gene product
identifiers, developed by Genomics and Bioinformatics Group, National Cancer
Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA and SRA International Inc., Fairfax, VA, USA.
Mapping information is based on USCS, LocusLink, UniGene, OMIM and Affymetrix
databases. Species covered by MatchMiner are human and mouse, but no cross-species
mappings are available. A special feature of MatchMiner is batch merging functionality
that allows users to input two distinct datasets for combining. Users have limited
control over structure of result files. Result files can be viewed and downloaded using
a web browser.
3.6 ProbeMatchDB
ProbeMatchDB [37] is a web database for finding equivalent probes across microarray
platforms and species. It is developed by University of Michigan Medical School,
Ann Arbor, MI, USA. Mapping information is based on UniGene and HomoloGene
databases. ProbeMatchDB allows users to input a list of Affymetrix, cDNA array
clone, SwissProt, SAGE, UniGene, or Ensembl identifiers and cross-link them to each
other. Species covered by ProbeMatchDB are human, mouse and rat. ProbeMatchDB
allows cross-species mapping between these species. ProbeMatchDB can only
process lists of data identifiers and because of this the actual integration of separate





































datasets has to be facilitated with using other methods. Users have limited control
over structure of result files. Result files can be viewed and downloaded using
a web browser.
3.7 RESOURCERER
RESOURCERER [38] is developed by The Institute of Genomic Research (TIGR),
Rockville, MD, USA. RESOURCERER is a microarray-resource annotation and
cross-reference database built using the analysis of expressed sequence tags (ESTs)
and gene sequences provided by the TIGR Gene Indicis (TGI) and TIGR Orthologous
Gene Alignment (TOGA) [39] databases. RESOURCERER database is updated
every four months and it contains mapping information for several commonly
available microarray resources. These resources include microarray datasets from major
microarray manufacturers such as Affymetrix and Agilent. Covered species are human,
rat, mouse, zebrafish, cattle, Caenorhabditis elegans and Xenopus tropicalis. These
microarray resources are cross-linked to identifiers including UniGene, LocusLink,
RefSeq, PubMed and GeneOntology database identifiers. Also cross-species informa-
tion is available for some identifiers. Users have very limited control over the structure
of the result files that can be accessed through a web browser and also downloadable
from the web server. Even though RESOURCERER includes information about
dozens of different microarray resources, it is still hindered by this limited list.
Therefore using custom datasets is not possible and for example for most of the species
only one or two different resources are available, greatly limiting usability of the
program. RESOURCERER is only useful when you are working with microarray
resources covered by it, and in most of cases there is very limited functionality when
working with other species than human, rat or mouse.
3.8 SOURCE
SOURCE [40] is a unified genomic resource of functional annotations, ontologies
and gene expression data developed by research groups at Stanford University,
Stanford, CA, USA. SOURCE is based on information retrieved from databases
such as UniGene, LocusLink and SwissProt. SOURCE accepts datasets consisting
of list of GenBank, UniGene or LocusLink identifiers, which in addition to mentioned
identifiers can be cross-linked to Gene Ontology and UniProt identifiers. Species
covered by SOURCE are human, mouse and rat. There is no functionality available
for cross-species linking of orthologous genes. SOURCE can be used to provide
extensive information on single genes, but batch function used for processing
datasets has much more limited functionality. The user also has very limited control
over the structure of the result file which can be viewed and downloaded using a web
browser.
4. Discussion
Many different resources are available for cross-link integration of genomic data
(see table 1).
In most of these resources mapping of data identifiers within species are based
on UniGene and cross-species mappings on HomoloGene databases. Therefore, the
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main difference between these resources is the type of functionality built upon
mappings. Many of the resources are purely just identifier converters that take a list
of identifiers which are then converted to other identifiers and possibly annotated.
In these cases, if a user wants to combine two distinct datasets that contain different
identifiers, the user is first required to process datasets so that they have common
identifiers and then use another program for the actual integration. An exception to
this rule is MatchMiner that can also do the actual combining of datasets. Overall, most
of the resources gave the user basically none or very little control over the structure
of the input and result files, also emphasising the need of using additional programs
to re-structure result files for further analysis.
It should be noted that many of the resources are only usable if specific requirements
are met, meaning that users are limited to work with certain species and technologies
covered by the resource. The focus on most of the reviewed resources is also on gene
expression data, and there definitely is a need for more generic tools that allow
management and integration of data produced with different technologies, including
proteomics technologies such as protein microarrays and datasets queried from protein
databases. The one resource that is closest to reaching this goal is EnsMart. Because
EnsMart is built upon Ensembl which incorporates data from several databases, such as
NCBI’s databases, UniProt/SwissProt and several specialised organism and technology
databases, it can be very useful in many different cases. On the other hand, Ensembl
is not directly meant for processing of actual datasets and therefore has very
limited functionality beside converting and annotation identifiers. This limitation can
be overcome by developing programs that perform this function directly or using
provided software API connects to Ensembl database. Besides Ensembl, GeneCruiser
and DAVID provide, or are planning to provide, software integration means for
software developers to use functionality of these resources in their own programs. From
these the most sophisticated software integration method is the Web service provided
by GeneCruiser. GeneCruiser also shows a good example by using the LSID standard,
but there still is need to actually implement many of the available standards
when developing bioinformatical software resources.
In summary, while many tools currently exist for integration of genomic, especially
gene expression based data for pharmacology and toxicology research, the lack of
standards has proven to be a serious hindrance. As datasets from studies designed
to understand the effects of chemical compounds on biological systems continues to
increase at a rapid rate, future efforts should be more highly focussed on the ability
to easily integrate these results. In addition to existing integration projects where
genomic databases are integrated using data warehousing and middleware approaches
there is a clear need for standards for genomic data management. These standards
should consist of object model of the data, controlled vocabulary for describing the
data, and markup language based on the model and vocabulary. Such standards have
already successfully been developed for managing different types of biological [41, 42],
medical [43–45], pharmacological [46], and chemical [47, 48] data, and the attractiveness
of extensible markup language (XML) as a standard for structuring data within
the context of bioinformatics integration has been well described [49]. Standards like
these are on the forefront of data management, and developing and implementing
them holds the promise of facilitating automated genomic data management and
integration in the future.
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Abstract
Background: Current genomic research methods provide researchers with enormous amounts
of data. Combining data from different high-throughput research technologies commonly available
in biological databases can lead to novel findings and increase research efficiency. However,
combining data from different heterogeneous sources is often a very arduous task. These sources
can be different microarray technology platforms, genomic databases, or experiments performed
on various species. Our aim was to develop a software program that could facilitate the combining
of data from heterogeneous sources, and thus allow researchers to perform genomic cross-
platform/cross-species studies and to use existing experimental data for compendium studies.
Results: We have developed a web-based software resource, called CROPPER that uses the latest
genomic information concerning different data identifiers and orthologous genes from the Ensembl
database. CROPPER can be used to combine genomic data from different heterogeneous sources,
allowing researchers to perform cross-platform/cross-species compendium studies without the
need for complex computational tools or the requirement of setting up one's own in-house
database. We also present an example of a simple cross-platform/cross-species compendium study
based on publicly available Parkinson's disease data derived from different sources.
Conclusion: CROPPER is a user-friendly and freely available web-based software resource that
can be successfully used for cross-species/cross-platform compendium studies.
Background
Novel genomic research methods have enabled research-
ers to perform high-throughput experiments that results
in massive amounts of experimental data. Combining
data from different experiments allows researchers to val-
idate their results and to gain a better understanding of
the biological questions being studied. In cross-species
studies, data derived from experiments performed on dif-
ferent organisms are combined to find universal themes.
In cross-platform studies, common biological questions
are studied using different research platforms and tech-
nologies. The ability to combine experimental data is par-
ticularly useful when extended to combine data available
on public data repositories such as sequence, expression,
and literature databases.
The desire to perform large-scale studies that combine
experimental results from various sources has led to com-
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pendium studies that combine cross-species/cross-plat-
form data in order to obtain a larger perspective on
biological questions. Unfortunately, for several reasons,
the combining of experimental results is anything but a
trivial task. These reasons can be divided into biological
and technical challenges. The biological challenges
include variances between species, different experimental
design/conditions, and lack of knowledge of the underly-
ing biological processes. The technical challenges are
caused by differences in how experimental data is stored,
presented, and managed. Because of the lack of standards,
different research equipment, software, and databases
identify and structure data in different and unique ways
that make it a challenge to combine data obtained from
these heterogeneous sources.
To address these technical challenges and to enable
researchers to automate the integration of the genomic
data derived from heterogeneous sources, without the
need for using complex programming and scripting tools,
we have developed a user-friendly web-based software
resource called CROPPER. CROPPER can be used to com-
bine datasets from different genomic research platforms
such as microarrays, biological databases, and experi-
ments performed on different species. When performing
the combining process, associated data can be brought
along. This facilitates the import of the resulting dataset
by the user into the desired statistical/analytical program
for further analysis. CROPPER uses the latest genomic
information with respect to identifiers and orthologous
genes retrieved from the Ensembl [1] database.
Implementation
CROPPER is developed using Perl version 5.9.1, Bioperl
version 1.4 [2] and Ensembl database API written in Perl
[3]. CROPPER runs on a web-server which also acts as an
application server. Users can use the web-interface to
input their datasets and related parameters to the applica-
tion server. The Application server processes the data, and
if required, queries the database server containing instal-
lation of the Ensembl-database for information about
data identifiers, orthologous genes, and gene annotations.
Information about how the identifiers are linked and how
the orthologue predictions have been performed can be
found from the Ensembl-website.
CROPPER can be used to combine genomic datasets
obtained from various heterogeneous sources. As an
input, CROPPER takes datasets as delimited text-files. The
delimited text-files can have any kind of column structure,
but should include a column with an identifier for each
data row. All the external database identifiers found from
the Ensembl database can be used, including identifiers
for major biological databases (e.g. EMBL, GenBank and
Uniprot) and technology providers (e.g. Affymetrix and
Agilent).
The user can select the structure of a result file and choose
a metagene identifier to be created for each data row. A
metagene identifier is a common identifier automatically
created by CROPPER that groups together different iden-
tifiers originating from a single gene (these identifiers can
be, for example, gene or gene product identifiers, microar-
ray probe identifiers, or identifiers of orthologous genes
or products of these genes in other species). For example
a gene and a protein coded by an orthologous gene in
another species will have a common metagene identifier.
The concept of the metagene identifiers is shown in detail
in Figure 1.
Results
CROPPER can be used to combine genomic data obtained
from heterogeneous sources. Because CROPPER uses the
Ensembl-database for information about data identifiers
and orthologous genes, the number of different possible
sources of data is enormous. These sources include major
technology providers and databases, and therefore CROP-
PER can be used to perform cross-platform studies using
data from these sources. The current Ensembl-build
(build 37) contains genomic information from 19 differ-
ent species (and pre-versions of six additional species)
including major model organisms. This allows CROPPER
to be used for cross-species studies.
Using CROPPER is a straightforward process which is
divided into two parts; processing of individual dataset
files and combining the processed files. When processing
individual files, users can choose to annotate and re-struc-
ture their dataset, and additionally add a metagene iden-
tifier for each data row. After processing the individual
files and adding metagene identifiers, the processed data-
sets can then be directly used for analysis in suitable 3rd
party analysis software, or alternatively combined with
CROPPER using the common metagene identifiers. The
combining process produces a result dataset that the users
can then import to the analysis software of their choice.
The flow of processing and combining datasets using
CROPPER is presented in Figure 2.
Performing an example compendium study
To demonstrate how CROPPER can be used in cross-spe-
cies/cross-platform compendium studies, we performed a
small-scale compendium study. The datasets used were;
Mouse Full Powerblot Western Array dataset used for pro-
teomic analysis after Rasagiline treatment (downloaded
from GEO, GSE1857), Affymetrix GeneChip Human
Genome Focus Array dataset used for gene expression pro-
filing of parkinsonian substantia nigra pars compacta [4],
Affymetrix GeneChip C. elegans Genome Array dataset
BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:418 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/418
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used for identification of gene expression changes in
transgenic C. elegans overexpressing human mutant A53T
α-synuclein [5] and Affymetrix GeneChip Human
Genome 133A set used for gene expression profiling of
MPTP-lesioned macaque model of Parkinson's disease
[6]. The reasons for selecting these datasets were the com-
mon focus of the studies (neurodegenerative Parkinson's
disease), the wide variety of covered species (Homo sapi-
ens, Caenorhabditis elegans, Mus musculus and Macaca fascic-
ularis) and differences in used platforms (protein and
gene expression arrays). The question we wanted to study
was: are there common themes between the human dis-
ease state and animal disease models? Moreover, what are
the themes that can be found from genes with altered
expression in animal models, but not in the humans?
CROPPER was successfully used to assign metagene iden-
tifiers to the datasets and then to combine the datasets in
to a single result dataset, which was used in further analy-
ses (see Table 1 for example of the combined result data-
set). Z-transformation [7] was used to normalise the data
by calculating z-ratios for the difference between control
and treatment data in each of the original study cases (see
Additional file 1 for the complete combined result dataset
with calculated z-ratios).
The genes that were present in the human dataset (4055
genes) were clustered into 16 clusters using a self-organiz-
ing map (SOM) with GeneSpring 7.2 (Agilent Technolo-
gies, USA) as presented in Figure 3. A new gene list was
created from the clusters in which the expression levels
greatly varied between the conditions (1262 genes). From
this list, those also regulated in the human disease state
(246 genes exceeding Z-ratio of ± 1, defined as the differ-
ence between the z-values of the control and treated sam-
ples divided by the standard deviation of all differences)
were considered to be the most likely candidates in the
disease models. The profiles of these 246 genes are
marked in green in the figure 3. In addition, the genes
which were regulated in any of the animal data sets by a
Z-ratio of ± 1, but not in the human Parkinson's disease
sample (Z-ratio of >-0.2 and < 0.2) (225 genes total) are
marked in red in figure 3. These two lists of genes were
inspected for the enriched KEGG-pathways by using
DAVID [8] with the whole human genome as a back-
ground list and for the enriched GO-terms by using GEN-
Concept of metagenesFigure 1
Concept of metagenes. A metagene is a common identifier that groups together gene and gene product identifiers originat-
ing from a single gene and orthologous genes in other species. Different identifiers can be cross-linked to each other using a 
common metagene identifier.
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ERATOR [9] with the present human genes from the
combined dataset as a background list. The results from
different phases of the analysis are presented in the Addi-
tional file 2.
The biological themes discovered from the lists of regu-
lated genes suggest that biological hypotheses with
explanatory power can be generated using the metagene
approach. The results also suggest that combining datasets
from different studies provides a valuable tool for validat-
ing results, as the human dataset was used to filter out
genes not detected in the human disease state. This makes
it possible to detect genes from the animal experiments
that are most likely to be involved in the actual human
disease, supporting a selection process of candidate genes
based not only on statistical power, but also on the bio-
logical differences between species. In the analysed data,
the clustering of genes based on the GO-terms revealed
that the transport proteins, molecular biosynthesis mech-
anism, and the neurofilaments are good candidates for
studies in most of the animal models for neurodegenera-
tion. Calmodulin and calcium related modulatory mech-
Process flow of using CROPPERFigure 2
Process flow of using CROPPER. Datasets are first processed individually. This processing adds a metagene identifier to 
each data row. After the processing of both datasets, the datasets can be combined using the metagene identifiers. Result file 
containing the combined data rows is produced. Additional datasets can be combined to the result file by repeating the process 
and including the combined result file as the second dataset.
BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:418http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/418
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SOM Clustering of data combined using CROPPERFigure 3
SOM Clustering of data combined using CROPPER. Four different Parkinson's disease datasets were combined by align-
ing the metagenes with CROPPER. The data consisted of a total of 9 conditions originating from the datasets. The conditions 
are shown in the ordinate axis and their z-transformed values are shown in the y-axis. For normalization, the differences in the 
data value distributions were z-transformed. This was followed by calculation of the z-ratio, in which the differences of the z-
values of the treated samples were subtracted from z-values of the controls (for method details, see Cheadle et al. 2002 [7]). 
The limit for significant alteration was z-ratio ± 1 defined as more than one standard deviation in the z-values of control and 
treatment data points. The gene expression data from human represent 4055 metagenes. These were clustered into 16 clus-
ters using a self-organizing map (SOM). The expression profiles of the metagenes with altered expression in both human and 
animal data sets were coloured in green. These 247 "green" genes were considered to be candidates for human neurodegener-
ative diseases. The genes with altered expression only in the animal experiment datasets, but not in the human datasets were 
coloured in red. The 225 "red" genes may suggest mechanisms in animal neurodegeneration models, but not in human Parkin-
son's disease. The separation of red and green genes to peripheral clusters indicates good clustering resolution. The lists of 
"red" and "green" metagenes were further analyzed for the enriched human KEGG and GO terms based on the human gene 
identifiers corresponding to the assigned metagenes.
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anisms are also detected in the animal models.
Downstream data extraction can be performed by export
of the combined data to view enriched terms from the
KEGG pathway (Additional file 2), that then can be used
to create new hypotheses for the further studies.
Discussion and conclusion
Researchers performing experiments using novel genomic
research methods often face the challenge of combining
their experimental results with results derived from differ-
ent heterogeneous sources, such as experiments con-
ducted using different technologies, different model
organisms or results retrieved from public databases. We
have developed a web-based software program called
CROPPER that automates this task.
Several compendium studies that combine data from dif-
ferent sources have been published, but it is common that
the actual combination and integration of the data has
been done using custom-made software programs and
scripts that are useful only for the data used for the specific
study [10-12]. This has resulted in the need of complete
end-user programs that biologists can use to combine
their datasets. Different resources have been developed to
address this challenge [13-18], but are hindered by several
limitations. These limitations include focusing on a single
(or very limited amount) of species/technology, requiring
a strict pre-defined format on datasets, not allowing cus-
tomisation of the result file or including actual experi-
mental data in the dataset. CROPPER differs from these
resources by giving users a good flexibility on how to
import and export data and broad coverage of all the
major databases, technologies and species, making
CROPPER useful for a very wide variety of users.
One of the main strengths of CROPPER is that it uses the
Ensembl-database, therefore ensuring that all the major
data sources and species are covered, and that the data is
always up-to-date. What distinguishes CROPPER from the
data mining tools provided by Ensembl [19,20], is that
CROPPER is specially designed for automated data inte-
gration, implementing the original metagene approach,
therefore allowing users to combine numerous distinct
datasets, bring the experimental data along, and not
requiring other software or programming tools to facili-
tate the combining. This is in addition to its ease of use to
help biologists combine their datasets and to gain
increased power for their research, which could not be
obtained by direct usage of Ensembl data mining tools.
Moreover, users do not need to be familiar with Ensembl
or their data mining tools to use CROPPER.
When performing compendium studies, the researcher
should pay attention to the steps taken in data combining.
For example it should be clear that when cross-linking
gene datasets to protein datasets, accuracy is lost. It is also
lost when combining datasets derived from different tech-
nologies. For example, when combining data from cDNA
and oligonucleotide microarrays, the actual experimental
measurements are very rarely directly comparable. It
should be noted that CROPPER only combines the related
data rows, but does not alter the experimental data in any
way. Therefore it is likely that depending on the type of
the study, different methods and tools are required to
make the data comparable. In many cases, the Z-ratio
method presented here will work, but other methods can
also be used. Many statistical and computational methods
and software are publicly or commercially available
towards this end. When performing compendium studies,
the combining of data elements is usually the first and
most difficult task and using CROPPER helps researchers
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The biological themes and patterns detected in the combined data. 
First worksheet contains the enriched KEGG pathways, number of genes 
with association to a pathway, and the p-value for the statistical signifi-
cance. Second and third worksheet contain the enriched GO terms 
detected in the combined data, clustered into 1, 2 and 3 clusters based on 
the associated GO terms.
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Abstract
Background: Genomics research produces vast amounts of experimental data that needs to be
integrated in order to understand, model, and interpret the underlying biological phenomena.
Interpreting these large and complex data sets is challenging and different visualization methods are
needed to help produce knowledge from the data.
Results: To help researchers to visualize and interpret integrated genomics data, we present a
novel visualization method and bioinformatics software tool called FORG3D that is based on real-
time three-dimensional force-directed graphs. FORG3D can be used to visualize integrated
networks of genome scale data such as interactions between genes or gene products, signaling
transduction, metabolic pathways, functional interactions and evolutionary relationships.
Furthermore, we demonstrate its utility by exploring gene network relationships using integrated
data sets from a Caenorhabditis elegans Parkinson's disease model.
Conclusion: We have created an open source software tool called FORG3D that can be used for
visualizing and exploring integrated genome scale data.
Background
To understand the biological phenomena behind systems
biology data, researchers often need to combine different
kinds of experimental results, creating complex data sets
of integrated information. Systems biology efforts are
directed towards acquisition of high-throughput-omics
data and then analysis and modeling on a whole organ-
ism scale. Modeling provides the ability to infer functions
and make predictions based on network perturbations [1-
6]. Among the most commonly modeled biological data
are protein-protein interactions. Proteins do not act alone,
but in concert with other proteins and mapping their
interactions can provide insight into the molecular path-
ways in which they participate [7]. Protein-protein inter-
action maps also indicate a high level of molecular
connectivity between different biological pathways thus
highlighting the inter-related functions of many biologi-
cal processes [8]. When approaches to perturb network
interactions are utilized, such as genetic interactions using
RNAinterference, null-mutant alleles, or the two in com-
bination, even greater knowledge on the identity of key
network sites can be obtained [9-11]. Integration of pro-
tein-protein interaction data with transcriptomics data
has also been successfully applied to differentiate perma-
nent and transient cellular complexes [12]. Thus, the abil-
ity to construct, analyze, and interpret integrated-omics
data is fundamental to understanding gene function in
systems biology. To help researchers to visualize and
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interpret genome scale biology data, we present a novel
visualization method that is based on real-time three-
dimensional force-directed graphs that can be used in dis-
covery of novel knowledge from the data.
Graphs are a natural choice for visualizing genome scale
data, as many connections in biology can be thought as
networks, for example interactions between genes or gene
products, signal transduction, metabolic pathways, func-
tional interactions and evolutionary relationships. In
addition, virtually any kind of experimental data that
describes correlations or distances between measurements
can be presented as a graph. Commonly graphs consist of
nodes and edges, where nodes present key elements (such
as genes or proteins) and edges present connections
between the elements. Visual appearance such as size,
color and shape of nodes and edges can be changed to
describe different features. With force-directed graphs,
nodes and edges are not only assigned with visual
attributes, but also with physical ones, such as mass and
electric charge for nodes, and spring-constant for edges.
The graph is then simulated as a physical model, where
nodes interact with each other based on their physical
attributes while edges constrain their movement. This
allows for intuitive visualization of connection strength
by the distance between the connected nodes. Force-
directed graphs also provide a simple and effective solu-
tion to the complex challenge of arranging nodes and
edges in a formation that is easily interpreted by a human.
Different force-directed layouts have been successfully
applied to visualizing biological data in the past [13,14].
To demonstrate the concept of real-time force directed
three-dimensional graphs in visualization of integrated
systems biology data and to provide researchers with prac-
tical software tool, we have developed a software program
called FORG3D.
Implementation
FORG3D is an open source software program for visuali-
zation of network data using three-dimensional force-
directed graphs. FORG3D can be used as a standalone edi-
tor to create the graphs manually, or rather users can write
their own scripts or plug-ins that automate creation of the
graphs from their own data. This can be easily achieved by
using the simple text-file format FORG3D uses to save the
graphs. FORG3D was developed using C++ and uses the
OpenGL graphics application programming interface
(API). This approach allows FORG3D to take full advan-
tage of the processing capabilities of the modern 3D
graphics accelerators, providing high-quality performance
for real-time three-dimensional network visualization.
With the graph editor, users can change the different prop-
erties of nodes and edges (Figure 1). The visual properties
include visible name, size, color, visibility, node shape
and edge direction, while physical properties include
mass and charge for the nodes and spring constant for the
edges. Both nodes and edges can also be assigned with
custom textual properties that can be seen when the object
is selected. These can be used to provide users with more
information about the object in question, for example if
the nodes in the graph would represent proteins and
edges would represent protein-protein interactions, the
custom node properties could contain protein identifier
and description of its function while edge custom proper-
ties could contain information about the type of the inter-
action. Users also have control over different options
affecting the overall visual appearance, such as colors and
different 3D rendering settings.
Users can also change global simulation options, includ-
ing electric, spring and damping constants and select a
suitable numerical integration method used for the phys-
ical simulation. When the simulation is started, the nodes
and edges start moving based on their set physical proper-
ties and the selected integration method. Edges are
assigned with spring constant, and nodes with mass and
electric constant. Spring simulation is based on Hooke's
law of elasticity where spring constant determines the
strength of the connection, and nodes are simulated as
electrically charged particles that repel each other deter-
mined by their assigned mass and electric constant, based
on Coulomb's law.
Based on Coulomb's law the electrostatic force between
two charged particles (nodes) can be presented as
, and the restoring force of a spring based on
Hooke's law can be presented as Fh = -kskr, where r is the
distance between two charged particles, q1 and q2 are the
charges of the particles, k is the spring constant of the con-
necting spring (edge), ke and ks are the global electric and
spring constants. When the simulation is running, the par-
ticles try to reach a distance where these forces are in equi-
librium, this distance can be presented as .
The global damping constant representing friction is sub-
tracted from the forces using the following formula F = -
kv, where -k is the global damping constant and v is the
velocity. The simulation works by taking the forces based
on Coulomb's and Hooke's law and assigning them to
Newton's law of motion F = ma. Newton's Laws allow one
to relate the position, velocity and acceleration of the sim-
ulated nodes as a differential equation for the unknown
position of the node as a function of time. Numerical inte-
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equation and advance the simulation by a small time step
(max time step, adjustable by the user).
The available numerical integration methods in FORG3D
are Euler method, Midpoint method and the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method [15]. The purpose of the numerical
integration methods is to compute location of the nodes
in the simulation, given the affecting forces. The methods
differ in their time-complexity and precision, Euler
method being the fastest and most inaccurate and there-
fore suitable for real-time simulation of large graphs with
thousands of nodes and edges, while Runge-Kutta is the
most complex and accurate method and can be used when
higher precision is needed or when large amount of com-
puting power is available. Besides performance, the selec-
tion of the numerical integration method also affects the
precision and stability of the physical simulation, Runge-
Kutta method resulting in most stable graphs where the
behavior of the graph is closest to an ideal physical model
and will most likely achieve a stable equilibrium of the
modeled forces. With small networks, the resulting net-
works should be close to identical no matter what numer-
ical integration method is used. When the size of the
network, and therefore number of the affecting forces,
increases, the simpler numerical integration methods may
result in networks that do not accurately estimate the
affecting forces, producing a network that is not able to
reach an equilibrium. This can result in a network where
the distances between the nodes do not accurately repre-
sent the connection strengths between the nodes, and
therefore users should always use the most complex
Graph editorFigure 1
Graph editor. Various aspects of the data can be visualized by changing the visual appearance and physical properties of 
nodes and edges. Graph editor can be used to control these properties, structure of the network and different simulation 
options.
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numerical integration method that the size of the network
and the amount of computing power allows them to use.
When the simulation is running, these forces are applied
to the nodes and edges, pulling the nodes closer or push-
ing them further apart from each other. The movement of
the simulated nodes and edges can be observed in real
time while these forces are applied to the simulation iter-
atively and the movement will continue until equilibrium
is reached or the simulation is stopped. Users can interact
with the simulation by selecting and dragging nodes
around. This also allows for an interactive explorative
approach where the connection strength between differ-
ent nodes can easily be observed by simply dragging a
node around and watching how this will affect the con-
necting nodes. Users can also change their viewpoint by
rotating the graphs and zooming in and out, making it
easier to inspect specific parts of the graph from different
angles and distances.
The graph editor can be used to create the graphs and
adjust all the available options, but FORG3D is most use-
ful when automated scripts are used to create the graphs
from the experimental data. The text-file format FORG3D
uses is simple and easy to use. An example of creating two









Global simulation parameters and all the other visual and
physical properties of nodes and edges can be changed
with similar notation.
Results
To evaluate the performance of FORG3D, simulated net-
work graphs of different sizes were created and tested on
various modern desktop and laptop computer setups
(Dell 3 GHz, MacBook Pro 2,4 GHz, Toshiba 3 GHz). Per-
formance of physical simulation needed to arrange the
network is based on the available CPU processing power
and it was observed that a network consisting of thou-
sands of nodes and edges could be simulated in real time.
The performance of exploring the network, while the sim-
ulation is not running, is based on the OpenGL 3D ren-
dering performance and it was observed that networks
with tens of thousands of nodes and edges could be
explored while the simulation is stopped. Therefore if the
user wants to interact in real time with the network while
running the simulation, the size of the network is limited
to thousands of nodes and edges, but if there is no need
for interaction while running the simulation, the user can
have a network of tens of thousands of nodes and edges,
run the simulation that arranges the network and then
explore it afterwards. How well the network can be inter-
preted largely depends on the structure of the network and
physical properties assigned to nodes and edges, however
the ability to rotate and zoom the network in three-
dimensions makes it easier for the user to focus on
selected parts of the network.
FORG3D implements many favorable features that are
generally assigned to force-directed graphs [16,17]. These
include good quality of graphs with very good aesthetic
properties, such as few edge crossings, uniform node dis-
tribution and good symmetry. The behavior of the graph
is also intuitive and easy to predict, as it is based on phys-
ical properties of common objects such as springs. The
graph is also very interactive as the user can observe how
the network evolves and arranges itself into a stable con-
figuration, and furthermore, the user can interact with this
process by moving parts of the graph or adding or remov-
ing nodes/edges. Doing the visualization in three-dimen-
sions further adds to the aesthetic properties and
intuitiveness of the graph as it increases the resemblance
to actual real-life objects.
A case study: Visualization of integrated Caenorhabditis 
elegans data
To demonstrate visualization of actual high throughput
genome scale data, a network graph that integrates
genomic data from different sources was created. Interac-
tion data was obtained from a study describing genetic
interactions in Caenorhabditis elegans [9] and combined
with a whole genome C. elegans gene expression microar-
ray data set obtained from a transgenic Parkinson's Dis-
ease model compared to wild type worms [18,19], which
was combined with functional gene annotation informa-
tion from Wormbase [20]. In the resulting network (Fig-
ure 2A), nodes represent genes and edges represent
interactions between the genes.
The interaction data produced by Byrne et al. [9] was
based on generation of synthetic genetic interactions.
Query null mutant strains were subjected to RNA interfer-
ence (RNAi) screens and animals that displayed synthetic
phenotypes from RNAi were scored as having interaction
BMC Systems Biology 2009, 3:26 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1752-0509/3/26
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between the query gene (11 tested) and the RNAi target
(858 tested). In total 1246 interactions were obtained.
Similarly, genetic interactions based on RNA interference
were defined by Lehner et al. by testing 65,000 gene pairs
that found approximately 350 interactions [11]. Interac-
tion strength was defined by degree of genetic interaction,
as scored by the observer with a range of 0–6.
When constructing the network, genes that were not avail-
able in both interaction and expression data sets were fil-
tered out. This resulted in a network of 449 nodes and
1223 edges. Measured fold change in gene expression
between two samples was used to set the color of the
nodes, green indicating up regulation, red indicating
down regulation and yellow indicating no change
between samples. The size of the nodes was set to repre-
sent the number of Gene Ontology classes assigned to the
genes in question, indicating how well the function of the
genes are known and how functionally active they are.
Width and spring constant of the edges represent interac-
tion strength, resulting in a network where strongly inter-
acting genes are located closer to each other and
connected with wider edges. The color of the edges was set
to represent the screening method that was used to evalu-
ate the interaction between the genes, blue for Byrne et al
[9]. and violet for Lehner et al. [11]. Because of the large
number of the edges, only the edges with strongest inter-
actions (interaction strength > 5) were set to visible. Cus-
tom textual properties were added to nodes and edges,
representing additional information about the genes and
interactions, such as gene annotations from Wormbase. It
was observed that network of this size could be simulated
in real-time using any of the available physical simulation
Integrated C. elegans data networkFigu e 2
Integrated C. elegans data network. (A) In the visualized network, nodes represent genes and edges represent interac-
tions between the genes. Measured fold change in gene expression was used to set the color of the nodes, green indicating up 
regulation, red indicating down regulation and yellow indicating no change between samples. Size of the nodes represents the 
number of Gene Ontology classes assigned to a gene. Query genes used to create the genetic interaction data are visualized as 
blue cubes. Width and spring constant of the edges represent interaction strength, and the color represents the screening 
method that was used to evaluate the interaction between the genes, blue for Byrne et al. and violet for Lehner et al. Because 
of the large number of the edges, only the edges with strongest interactions were set to visible (interaction strength > 5). (B) 
The hub node representing the daf-2 gene was selected and dragged to the side. Other nodes followed according to the 
strength of the edges as determined by the spring constant. Notice discrete groups of connected nodes representing genes 
directly connected to daf-2, and genes indirectly connected to daf-2. In the actual real-time simulation the movement speed and 
direction of the nodes are clear indications of the strength and structure of the interaction network.
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models, and therefore the most accurate model, Runge-
Kutta, was used.
From the visualization, most of the functionally well-
known genes, indicated by large node size, are located in
the center of the network, which can be explained by the
fact that well described genes also are likely to have the
strongest known interactions with other genes. This sug-
gests further more detailed study of strongly regulated
genes that are either 1) well known and at the outer limits
of the network, indicating multiple traceable regulatory
pathways or 2) not-well known and in the center of the
network, indicating possible novel functional findings. It
could also be seen that many genes that were up-regulated
(green nodes) were also directly or indirectly networked
with down-regulated genes (red nodes). An example is the
gene aph-1 (up-regulated), which was connected to daf-4
(down-regulated) through glp-1. This suggests complex
changes in gene expression during Parkinson's disease.
The real strength of FORG3D in biological interpretation
may be in its ability to find key network relationships by
taking advantage of its ability to move nodes and explore
the dynamic movement of edges that drag other nodes
along (Figure 2B). Observing the formation and move-
ment speed of different parts of the network is a useful
tool for exploring complex interactions in the data. Using
such an approach, it was found that one of the network
hubs, daf-2, was connected to many of the up- and down-
regulated genes directly, and then these genes were further
connected to others, thus indicating the importance of the
DAF-2 protein in regulating gene expression in this dis-
ease model. DAF-2 is a insulin-like receptor that is now
known to be a key protein in aging [21].
The example network is distributed with the FORG3D
software package.
Discussion
FORG3D can be used to create intuitive visually pleasant
network graphs that users can interact with. Networks can
be manually created and altered, and the simple text-file
format makes automatic creation of networks an easy
task. As FORG3D is open source software, users can also
alter it or integrate it with their own software programs.
The types of systems biology data that can be visualized
using FORG3D includes, but is not limited to, interac-
tions between genes or gene products, signaling transduc-
tion, metabolic pathways, functional interactions and
evolutionary relationships. In addition, virtually any kind
of experimental data that describes correlations or dis-
tances between measurements can be visualized using
FORG3D.
FORG3D can also complement other bioinformatics tools
by allowing the user to build their own integrated data
networks and testing hypothesis by interactively exploring
effects of movements of one or more nodes [22,23].
Network visualization is a popular topic in the systems
biology field, and there are several existing network visu-
alization tools available [13,14,16,17,24-28]. What sepa-
rates FORG3D from the existing tools is a combination of
advanced features, including 1) FORG3D is not limited to
any specific type of network data, such as protein-protein
interactions [27] or specific species [24], but can be used
to visualize any kind of data that can be presented as a net-
work, 2) networks visualized in FORG3D can be fully cus-
tomized, including changing the visual appearance of
individual nodes and edges, as well the physical proper-
ties, which allows for detailed visualization of complex
network properties, 3) FORG3D contains a network edi-
tor that can be used to easily create and edit networks, 4)
users can explore and interact with the network in real-
time, drag, edit, delete and add nodes/edges and see how
this affects the formation of the network, and therefore
observe underlying network connections that would not
be detectable from a static network that does not allow
real-time interaction [25,26,28], 5) FORG3D is open-
source, making it possible for users to alter the tool to suit
their needs or to integrate it as a part of their own software
or analysis pipelines. Advantages of FORG3D also
includes that the implementation, which is based on C++
and OpenGL, takes full advantage of the processing capa-
bilities of the modern 3D graphics accelerator hardware
and therefore provides significant performance enhance-
ment over many existing tools and plug-ins for network
visualization.
When compared to one of the leaders in the field of bio-
logical network analysis and visualization, Cytoscape
[14], FORG3D offers the following major advantages: 1)
Support for 3D visualization of networks. 2D network
renderings are flat and with the currently large amounts of
systems biology data, the important features of the net-
work can be obscured. While Cytoscape offers several dif-
ferent 2D layout renderings to help visualize the data, the
3D feature of FORG3D lets the user visualize the data
from any possible number of x-y-z perspectives without
the need to rearrange the network, and without loss of
network structure or information. Moreover, the user may
choose the perspective to view the network. This allows
flexibility in viewing the network and ability to explore
the data in 3D without a preconceived notion or hypoth-
esis. This is of particular advantage in dense networks with
multiple hubs and large numbers of nodes, where the
complexity of the interactions makes it vital to view the
data from as many perspectives as possible. 2) FORG3D
allows users to observe and interact with the network in
real-time, unlike Cytoscape that does not include such
functionality. The importance of this feature is the ability
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to perform "perturbations" to the network and visualize
the effects of such actions on the network. Thus, the user
may drag a hub in the network, in one direction and see
how the other connected nodes or hubs react, or whether
new interactions can be observed. Real-time adding,
removing or dragging key nodes away from the network
and observing the effects on other nodes and network for-
mation based on physical properties such as spring con-
stant values is available in FORG3D. This provides a type
of "virtual network perturbation analysis" for the user and
is equivalent to testing a hypothesis on the importance of
single nodes in the network. Such an application would
be critical in evaluating the relevance of knocking out or
down genes in pathological processes, and modeling the
outcome on other interacting genes and their protein
products. To do this in Cytoscape would require such a
large number of node, parameter, and rendering itera-
tions, that it would not be feasible under currently availa-
ble genome scale data sets. 3) Combining the features of
3D visualization, and perturbing the network, and then
visualizing results on other nodes in the network in real-
time provides a powerful tool to generate and tests
hypothesis on the structure of the network. Such a tool is
envisaged to help in interpreting systems biology data and
their interactions, but may finally provide the insights
needed to model correctly complex biology processes.
Taken together, FORG3D is not intended to replace Cyto-
scape as a visualization tool for systems biology, but to
complement and extend the tools already available for
systems biology researchers. The field is very demanding,
and FORG3D provides an additional tool that is intuitive,
visual, and easy to manipulate.
There are various other 3D visualization tools available,
such as InterViewer [29], GEOMI [30] and BioLayout
Express 3D [31]. One of the advantages of FORG3D when
compared to InterViewer and other similar biological vis-
ualization tools is that FORG3D is not limited to any one
kind of data (such as protein-protein interactions with
InterViewer), but can be used to visualize any kind of net-
work data. Other advantages over InterViewer, GEOMI
and BioLayout Express 3D include the ability to assign
custom properties (both visual and physical) to individ-
ual nodes and edges, making it easier to visualize and
interpret large amounts of information. The main advan-
tage over these tools though is the ability to interact with
the network in real-time, as well as the C++ and OpenGL
based implementation that takes full advantage of the 3D
acceleration hardware, resulting in enhanced performance
that cannot be achieved using Java based tools such as
Cytoscape, InterViewer, GEOMI or BioLayout Express 3D.
Limitations of FORG3D include that it does not provide
support for many of the existing file formats for network
data, but this limitation can be overcome by using the
flexible text file format used by FORG3D. As FORG3D is
open source, users can also add support to file and data
formats of their own choosing. FORG3D works best with
networks containing up to thousands of nodes and edges,
larger networks are likely to be too computing intensive to
be explored in real-time and interpretation of them can be
difficult.
The FORG3D project website contains additional infor-
mation about FORG3D, such as details regarding the
background and implementation of the software, file for-
mat specifications, detailed user manual, and downloads
including source code for the software.
Conclusion
To demonstrate the concept of real-time force directed
three-dimensional graphs in visualization of integrated
genome scale data and to provide researchers with a prac-
tical bioinformatics tool, we have developed open source
software called FORG3D, that can be used to visualize
complex genome scale data using real-time three-dimen-
sional force directed graphs. FORG3D was then used to
visualize a network that integrates different types of
genomics data from various sources. We believe that
FORG3D is a useful tool for visualizing and exploring
integrated genome scale data.
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Current high-throughput technologies for investigating genomic variation in large population based samples produce data
on a scale of millions of variations. Browsing through these results and identifying relevant functional variations is a major
hurdle in these genome-wide association studies. In order to help researchers locate the most promising associations, we
have developed a web-based database portal called Varietas. Varietas can be used for retrieving information concerning
genomic variations such as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), copy number variants and insertions/deletions, while
enabling users to annotate large number of variations in a batch like manner and to find information about related genes,
phenotypes and diseases. Varietas also links out to various external genomic databases, allowing users to quickly browse
through a set of variations and follow the most promising leads. Varietas periodically integrates data from the major SNP





The growth in popularity of high-throughput technologies
for identifying genomic variations such as single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions/deletions and copy
number variants (CNVs) in large population based samples
are providing researchers with large data sets containing
information on millions of genomic variations for thou-
sands of individuals (1,2). Genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) have gained increasing attention as it has become
feasible and affordable to conduct studies involving thou-
sands of samples and millions of variations per sample.
Despite this windfall of data one of the major challenges
of GWAS is to identify real causal variants and separate
them from the millions of spurious variations, while also
linking these variations to biological mechanism and dis-
ease pathogenesis by inference (3–10). To achieve this
goal, researchers often need to browse through thousands
of candidate SNPs, link these SNPs to genes or other func-
tional genomic elements such as regulatory regions near
these loci, and then familiarize themselves with the existing
knowledge about the function and related phenomena
and diseases linked to the SNPs, genes and other elements.
These efforts, while necessary, are inefficient, and imprac-
tical for studies involving more than a handful of variations.
Varietas is a web-based database portal that has been
designed to aid researchers to easily retrieve information
on a set of variations (e.g. SNPs or CNVs), related genes and
genomic elements in a batch like manner (Figure 1). The
retrieved information can be explored using a web brows-
er, or downloaded as a tab-delimited text file for further
processing. Varietas also links out to several external re-
sources that provide further information about the vari-
ations and genes of interest, such as the major genomic
information resources Pubmed (11), dbSNP (11), SNPedia
(12) and Ensembl (13). Varietas can be especially useful
when used as a starting point for interpreting GWAS re-
sults, where the user can quickly enter a set of the top
hits from the GWAS and easily get the fundamental
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information about these variations, related genes, diseases,
and follow links to further external resources. Special con-
sideration has been placed on keeping the user interface
very simple, while still enabling users to have necessary con-
trol over the database queries. A major design feature is
the ease of use such that no programming experience is
needed to access and utilize Varietas.
Description of the database
Data integration
Varietas integrates data from and links out to various SNP
and genome databases and resources. Data is currently
integrated from the following resources: Ensembl
genome database, NCBI dbSNP database, The Genomic
Association Database (GAD) (14) and SNPedia. These re-
sources themselves integrate data from other resources.
For example, disease data from Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (15) and gene information
from WikiGenes (16) are included through GAD and
Ensembl, respectively. Query results from Varietas contain
links to external resources such as NCBI dbSNP, NCBI
Pubmed, NCBI Entrez Gene, Ensembl, WikiGenes and
SNPedia.
Data is periodically integrated through extractors that
retrieve data from the respective data sources, and then
integrate and store the data in a relational MySQL data-
base called VarietasDB. Variation information is primarily
indexed and stored based on their dbSNP rs-numbers,
allowing for other types of identifiers for variations that
do not have assigned rs-number. Gene information and
gene related information such as OMIM disease informa-
tion is indexed and stored based on Ensembl gene identi-
fiers and linked to variations using SNP–gene relationships
from Ensembl, including information about the relation-
ships such as SNPs relative location (e.g. exon, intron, down-
stream) and consequence (e.g. non-synonymous coding) to
the gene.
If a single variation is linked to multiple data entries of
the same type, e.g. consequence, phenotype or gene,
queries will return a result set consisting of multiple rows
indexed by the variation identifier and differing by the
field(s) containing multiple entries (e.g. querying a SNP
that is located within two individual genes will return
two rows that contain the same variation information but
differ in their gene information fields). In situations where
external data sources contain dissimilar information for a
variation (e.g. related phenotypes or linked genes) all avail-
able information is still indexed and available in the data-
base. Users have the possibility to inspect the data to
determine if the information is conflicting and what data
sources are most reliable.
Information about the resource versions and extraction
dates are available for Varietas users in order to track in-
formation such as version of genome assemblies and data
builds. Varietas also archives and keeps online old versions
of the integrated VarietasDB and web user interfaces,
enabling reproducible research and tracking of data
changes between versions.
User interface
Varietas’ web user interface (UI) has been developed to
present users with a very simple to use yet powerful tool
(Figure 2). UI consists of two main parts: basic and advanced
search pages. Basic search provides users with all of the
main functionality of Varietas while advanced search pro-
vides users with fine-tuning parameters for queries and re-
turned results (e.g. what fields to retrieve and how the
Figure 1. Overview of Varietas. Users can enter variety of different features such as SNPs, genes, keywords or locations, or any
combination of them. These inputs are queried against VarietasDB that contains integrated data from various biological data-
bases. Users can browse through the results using the web user-interface or download them as a tab-delimited text file. Links to
external databases and resources are also provided for further exploration.
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results are displayed). The main functionality of Varietas is
to enter a batch of SNPs, genes, locations or keywords, and
retrieve linked genomic variations, genes and related infor-
mation such as gene and SNP descriptions and information
about linked diseases and publications. Results are pro-
vided to users as a table that includes links to external re-
sources. Results can also be downloaded as a tab-delimited
text file for further processing with the users favorite
spreadsheet software and bioinformatics tools. The web
UI has been implemented using PHP and JavaScript pro-
gramming languages.
Discussion
Various resources for SNP information retrieval and annota-
tion exist, and they have been compared in detailed reviews
(17,18). When comparing Varietas to existing resources,
Varietas adds new functionalities, improves existing ones
and provides these services through a very simple and friend-
ly UI that does not require specialized bioinformatics or pro-
gramming skills from the users. When compared to existing
genotype/phenotype databases such as SNPedia, dbGap (19),
HGVbaseG2P (20) and similar databases (21) Varietas also
provides information about SNPs that are not yet identified
in GWAS studies, as well as information about linked genes
and their phenotypes making it possible to predict novel
phenotypic information for the variations. New and im-
proved functionalities over existing tools include batch
querying information from resources that do not have
direct batch querying options (e.g. SNPedia), possibility to
retrieve both combined SNP and gene information with a
single query instead of having to combine multiple queries
and the possibility to combine query parameters such as SNP
and gene identifiers to free keywords that can include dis-
ease terms, gene descriptions and SNPedia entries. These
findings can then be further examined with more compre-
hensive genetic association and disease resources such as
HuGE Navigator (22) and OMIM.
The main strengths of Varietas are the easy to use
web-based UI and the possibility to process large sets of
SNPs to retrieve fundamental information about these
SNPs, related genes and diseases. These results are gathered
from sources that do not themselves allow batch queries.
Integrating data from SNPedia, NHGRI GWAS Catalog (23)
and The European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) through
Ensembl allows users to find focused information for previ-
ously characterized individual SNPs, while integrated gene
information allows making new hypotheses about the SNP
Figure 2. Screenshot of Varietas’ user interface showing partial results for basic query for a set of SNPs. Queries can be per-
formed based on given set of variations, genes, keywords or genomic locations. Links in the results table can be followed to
external information resources.
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functions based on SNPs relations to genes, functions of
those genes and related diseases.
One of the more useful new applications for Varietas is
to use it to easily convert SNPs to gene sets, which can then
be used for pathway and enrichment analysis using the
wide variety of tools created for this purpose, such as
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (24).
Conclusions
Varietas is a novel SNP database resource for researchers
working with genomic variation data sets or genome vari-
ation studies. Varietas includes a very simple and easy to
use web-application that can be used to retrieve informa-
tion about SNPs, related genes and diseases, based on data
integrated from various genomic databases. In our own re-
search projects Varietas has proved to be an excellent start-
ing point when beginning to interpret results from analysis
of high-throughput genotype data, such as GWAS. Based
on our experience, we believe that Varietas can be useful
for many other types of research as well. Varietas enables
users to quickly browse through large numbers of SNPs and
provides links to external resources for further information
retrieval, and can be very useful for researchers working
with GWAS and other variation data.
Several new data sources are planned to be integrated to
Varietas in the future. We believe that when even greater
volumes of genomic variation data becomes available, and
our understanding of the links between genotypes and
phenotypes improves through next-generation sequencing
and large population based projects such as HapMap (2)
and the 1000 Genomes Project (25), the need for tools
like Varietas will be essential.
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Integration of Genomic 
Information Jussi Paananen
Bioinformatic Approaches for
Integration of Genomic Information
The present study provides new 
bioinformatics methods and software 
tools for integration of genomic 
information. These novel methods 
and tools enable researchers to 
combine, analyze and visualize 
data from scientific experiments 
conducted with different biomedical 
research technologies, including 
genetic, transcriptomic, proteomic, 
metabolomic and epigenetic studies. 
The ability to integrate genomic 
information allows researchers 
to discover novel findings, helps 
with relating experimental results 
between species and technologies, and 
provides cost-effective and ethical 
solutions through reuse of data.
